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Problem: truly linked research data

As a consortium of the Nationale Forschungsdateninfra-
struktur (NFDI), NFDI4Culture is tasked with developing
solutions to systematically make accessible and intercon-
nect the rich decentralised research data available from va-
rious providers across its domains. These include architec-
tural studies, art history, musicology, performing arts, and
media studies. The overarching goal is to make such data
usable for further research in the long term.

Research data in the NFDI4Culture domains largely
exists in silos. Even though a large number of data provi-
ders subscribe to the use of authority files and controlled
vocabularies like the GND, VIAF, Wikidata, or Iconclass to
structure their research data, the resources they publish are
not automatically ‘linked’ to the full extent of 5-star Linked
Open Data (LOD) (cf. Berners-Lee 2009). While many data
providers support their users in getting from an individual
resource to authority data, the reverse research path across
individual repositories is largely obscured.

NFDI4Culture is building an information system that
should enable users to find highly specific resources like,
for example, images, objects, and 3D models depicting a
specific motif based on authority files and controlled voca-
bularies. As such, it should also allow participating projects
to retrieve related data from other participants in order to
connect data based on information such as time, location,
resource type, or motif and make them accessible for fur-
ther research – even beyond the boundaries of individual
research domains. The information system is further requi-
red to produce FAIR research data, i.e. data that is findable,
accessible, interoperable, and reusable (cf. Wilkinson et al.
2016).

The paper is structured in the following manner. First, it
reviews existing solutions for interconnecting research data
(section 2). Then, an outline of the approach we chose to
satisfy the above requirements is given (3). The next section
discusses the implementation of the ‘Research Data Graph’
introduced in this paper (4). The final section outlines on-
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going work to enhance and promote the presented solution 
across and beyond NFDI (5).

Review: centralised and federated
infrastructures

Multiple approaches are possible to interconnect research 
data. Centralised infrastructures, for example, contain large 
amounts of data in a single location, and participating pro-
jects need to compile and contribute their data regularly for 
users to be able to find up-to-date content. Federated infra-
structures, on the other hand, may have overarching inter-
faces but directly pass on requests to the participating data 
providers and need to collect and output their responses to 
queries.

Classical examples of centralised information systems in 
the culture domain are the German Digital Library (DDB) 
or Europeana(cf. Deutsche Digitale Bibliothek, n.d.; Euro-
peana, n.d.). They ingest large amounts of data about phy-
sical objects via a network of aggregators such as museums 
and other libraries. In the case of Europeana, they ingest 
community standards such as LIDO and transform the data 
into the Europeana data model(cf. Isaac 2013, 4–6). While 
the object-focused data model is too restrictive for all the 
domains NFDI4Culture covers, Europeana's centralised ap-
proach enables them to semantically enhance data by app-
lying a number of vocabularies to each record(cf. Isaac et 
al. 2015, 2).

Compared to centralised systems, federated infrastructu-
res emphasise a shared API over shared formats. This re-
quires more effort from individual data providers to imple-
ment a reliable endpoint, but has the benefit of providing 
information that is as up-to-date as a data provider is willing 
and able to deliver. In addition, fully federated systems can 
be less strict about the licence that data is made available 
under. The CLARIN Federated Content Search (FCS), for 
example, requires participants to implement an endpoint for 
the Search/Retrieve via URL (SRU) protocol and the Con-
textual Query Language (CQL) with responses serialised as 
XML(cf. CLARIN, n.d.), but does not require providers to 
specify a licence that governs how their data may be reu-
sed.1 The technology is being reused by the NFDI consor-
tium Text+ to interconnect linguistic data(cf. Körner et al. 
2023), but does not naturally lend itself to NFDI4Culture 
due to CQL's limitation to text corpora. More recent approa-
ches on this side of the spectrum require REST APIs, as in 
the case of the FCS developed in the ELEXIS lexicography 
project (cf. ELEXIS 2022), or SPARQL endpoints, which 
have federation built into the standard (cf. Prud’hommeaux 
and Buil-Aranda 2013).

Two existing projects stick out due to their hybrid ap-
proaches, which served as inspiration for NFDI4Culture. 
Firstly, Wikidata combines its centralised storage with par-
ticipatory data management and the option to query its 
data via SPARQL (cf. Vrandečić and Krötzsch 2014).2 Se-
condly, correspSearch allows participants to hand in corre-

spondence metadata in a limited TEI XML format called
CMIF in an effort to allow scholars to find correspondence
data across corpora (cf. Dumont 2022).

Solution: the Research Data Graph

The solution implemented by NFDI4Culture aims to com-
bine the authority and extensibility of a centralised repo-
sitory with the diversity of federated APIs. The so-called
Research Data Graph (RDG) organises a limited set of me-
tadata on research data from participating providers into a
knowledge graph. The goal is to provide data that is as gra-
nular as possible, but without demanding a specific level of
detail: while the Corpus Vitrearum Germany, for example,
provides metadata on individual images of stained-glass
windows, a repository service like RADAR4Culture only
has metadata on entire data sets which they store. Both of
these data types are clearly marked as such and thus live
next to each other in the RDG. The metadata from various
contributors is connected to institutional data already avail-
able in the Research Information Graph (RIG), which is col-
lated based on the data stored in NFDI4Culture's Culture
Information Portal (cf. Tietz, Bruns, Söhn et al. 2023; Tietz,
Bruns, Fliegl et al. 2023).3 The RDG and the RIG together
form the Culture Knowledge Graph.

To get metadata into the RDG, providers may imple-
ment the lightweight, RDF-based Culture Graph Interch-
ange Format (CGIF) (cf. Bruns, Posthumus, Sack et al.
2023). We designed CGIF by reusing a narrow set of sche-
ma.org classes and properties. Resources can be classified
as any resource class schema.org provides.4 In addition to
an identifier of the data provider and the data set, it mainly
consists of a feed of individual resources with URIs enhan-
ced by date ranges and keywords to express, for example,
time, place, and motif. The keywords are IDs from autho-
rity files and controlled vocabularies such as VIAF, GND,
Wikidata, Getty AAT, Iconclass, and GeoNames (cf. BAR-
TOC, n.d.), which are used in the graph to connect resour-
ces across data providers.

As a hybrid of centralised and federated approaches,
CGIF may be provided either as embedded metadata, a
dedicated API, or a SPARQL endpoint/query that can be
harvested periodically, or as a data dump in any RDF se-
rialisation. The goal behind this decision is to make data
contributions as easy as possible: regardless of whether a
project is fully engaged in LOD and able to SPARQL, uses
a content management system with limited access to its in-
ner workings, or uses a workflow based on transforming
data from XML, CSV, JSON, or other sources into various
formats. As an alternative route, a conversion of LIDO to
CGIF has been implemented to utilise existing, fine-grained
object metadata available across projects and organisations
participating in NFDI4Culture.5

The combined triples of the Culture Knowledge Graph
(RDG and RIG taken together) are made available via the
Culture Information Portal. It hosts a triple store with a
SPARQL endpoint, which is also available through a search
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interface and may be used to query data based on, for ex-
ample, one of the keywords, a specific data type, a time pe-
riod, or institutions. The endpoint may also be queried by
other websites to retrieve information such as related ent-
ries based on a keyword. The Culture Information Portal
does not host images or other files harvested via one of the
options listed above, but includes, for example, URLs of
preview images and IIIF manifests, if available.

Implementation: technological
choices

To allow for a broad range of resource types, sche-
ma.org was chosen over other data interchange options like
LIDO(cf. Coburn et al. 2021), which is restricted to infor-
mation about physical objects, or CIDOC CRM (cf. Beki-
ari et al. 2022), which requires much more elaborate data
than many projects under the umbrella of NFDI4Culture are
able to provide. The CGIF is designed to be an intermediary
that allows speedy information retrieval, and thus as an abs-
tract addition to more specific formats across various data
domains. Using schema.org for the high-level purpose of
interconnecting diverse sets of research data has precedent
(i.e. Verma et al. 2022, 1065, 1071). Compared to soluti-
ons like CLARIN’s Component Metadata (cf. Windhouwer
and Goosen 2022), schema.org is already widely used by
private-sector search providers and goes beyond linguistic
data. Projects which implement it as embedded metadata
also make their content more machine-readable outside the
realm of academic data repositories.

The current process to add research data to the Culture Knowledge Graph.

As fig. 1 illustrates, the process to add data to the RDG cur-
rently begins with a data provider (or someone acting on
their behalf) registering their data set (and the institutions
involved, if not available yet) in the Culture Information
Portal (1). They implement CGIF or LIDO (2) and notify
the portal when they are ready or upload their transformed
research data as a data dump (3). The portal starts a custom
scraper to generate triples from embedded metadata, a de-
dicated API, RDF behind a SPARQL endpoint, or a file
dump (4).6 In a last step, the data is filtered according to
the CGIF specification, aligned with the existing RIG data
and the NFDICORE ontology (cf. Bruns, Sack, Posthumus
et al. 2023), and saved in a Git repository, which is then
ingested into the combined knowledge graph (5). The Git
repository is used to version-control triples that are being
ingested and to allow for reproducing the entire graph.

While the CGIF was designed as part of a low-threshold
ingest pipeline, community members are invited to use,
reuse, or enhance the open-source components of the Cul-
ture Knowledge Graph. The custom scraping mechanism
we currently use, for example, may also be used outside the
portal to harvest paginated RDF data or to test and trouble-
shoot CGIF implementations: the Hydra Scraper (cf. Steller
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2023) was originally developed as part of the Corpus Vi-
trearum, one of NFDI4Culture's participants. The scraper
is based on the Python library RDFLib (cf. RDFLib team
2023), due to its compatibility with various RDF dialects.
Pyoxigraph (cf. Oxigraph contributors 2023) is used as a
triple store due to its speed.

The Culture Knowledge Graph builds on Semantic Web
technologies. The alignment routine is necessary to allow
for a lightweight interchange format that is compatible with
search engine optimisation and a graph that is easy and uni-
form to query via the portal's SPARQL endpoint. As part of
the alignment, irrelevant triples are filtered and some of the
schema.org literals are converted to allow for reasoning via
SPARQL. The schema.org property “temporalCoverage,”
for example, is used in the CGIF to mark a resource's tem-
poral origin. For time-based reasoning, however, the pro-
perty needs to be transformed from a string into at least two
standard XML Schema “dateTime” values and may even
be automatically mapped to a vocabulary in the future. Ad-
ditional automated clean-ups and filters may become ne-
cessary as we proceed with integrating metadata from fur-
ther sources.

Road ahead: accessibility and net-
work effect

As both the graph itself and the harvesting pipeline are
operational, we are now focusing on two areas to ite-
rate upon and improve the Research Data Graph. On the
one hand, we are looking to enable scholars to more ea-
sily retrieve the data they require by improving the search
frontend available in the Culture Information Portal. Since
SPARQL is a powerful but also challenging interface for
those who are unfamiliar with RDF, we are experimenting
with visual interfaces to build the highly specific queries
scholars require to retrieve the right information.

On the other hand, our efforts now focus on working with
individual projects, communities, and other NFDI consor-
tia to help them contribute data, to come up with sample
data transformations, and to make full use of the portal's
SPARQL capabilities in web applications. To help connect
the vast amount of LIDO data available across NFDI4Cul-
ture, for example, we are trialling automated transforma-
tions of the relevant metadata into CGIF via a plain Ele-
mentTree retrieval in Python, but may yet decide to make
this transformation more reusable by reimplementing it in
RML (cf. Dimou and Vander Sande 2022) or the web ser-
vice XTriples (cf. Schrade 2019). In the same vein we are
trialling automated transformations for further community
standards. Since a number of participants in NFDI4Culture
use Wikibase, we are also working towards a best practice
for integrating CGIF classes and properties with data ma-
naged in Wikibase instances. Last but not least, we are dis-
cussing the Research Data Graph with other NFDI consor-
tia and the international Semantic Web community aiming
at further adoption, participation, and contribution.

Fußnoten

1. Europeana and Wikidata, on the other hand, only allow
CC0-licensed content.
2. Some recent infrastructure initiatives, like the DraCor
project as part of CLS INFRA, rely on Wikidata as a com-
munity data repository with a SPARQL endpoint (cf. Fi-
scher et al. 2019, 4).
3. In the following, ‘research information’ refers to me-
tadata on organisations, funding, publications, and some-
times whole data sets. The Research Information Graph
aims for compatibility with services like the OpenAIRE
Graph (cf. Manghi et al. 2019) by implementing the
CERIF data model. ‘Research data,’ on the other hand,
here refers to more granular items in larger data sets. The
distinction between the two can be blurry, however, when
it comes to metadata ingested from long-term storage re-
positories like RADAR4Culture.
4. The schema.org classes and properties have already be-
come a de-facto standard for providing machine-readable
data in websites and may, for example, provide structu-
red data about persons, creative works, and intangible en-
tities. They were originally produced by large corporati-
ons such as Google, Yahoo!, and Microsoft, but are now
shaped and extended by a lively community.
5. See section 5 for efforts to engage with providers who
use further community standards such as Wikibase.
6. If an endpoint is used to harvest the data, a modifica-
tion date in the CGIF implementation is periodically che-
cked to see if it needs to reindex a feed and update the
graph.
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